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Answer to the questions of Reviewers of manuscript ID MS: 1752235906994430

Reviewer: 1
Comment 1: The manuscript is considered………………published in your journal
Answer: We heartily thank the reviewer for his decision regarding our manuscript.

Reviewer: 2
Comment: The discussion needs careful proofreading and copy-editing.
We thank the reviewer for his important suggestions and accordingly we have modified the Discussion section as much as plausible, and verified the same with a native English speaking person.
Comment 1: The order of………………ALT and hydroxyproline content).
Answer: Thanks for the valuable comments raised by the scholarly reviewer. In order to increase the readability of the article, as the reviewer suggested, we have incorporated the modifications in pages 13 (lines 13-25), 14 (lines 1-6, 9-17, 19, 20) and 15 (lines 1, 4). The discussion has been in line to the reviewer’s comments.
Comment 2: In page 13, lines11………..other as radical trap.
Answer: As per the vital suggestions of the erudite reviewer, we have rephrased the statement with necessary modifications in page 13 (lines 11-13).
Comment 3: Please use transition………………one topic to another.
Answer: We respect this comment of the scholarly reviewer. According to the reviewer we have reverently used transition words whenever and wherever found suitable.
Comment 4: Close the discussion………………items already discussed.
Answer: As per the vital suggestions of the erudite reviewer, we have modified the conclusions part by stating the implications and recommendations of the study and inserted the necessary modifications in page 15 (lines 10, 11, 13), while taking care not to repeat items already discussed.